Brandy N . 83, Premiere Release
o

Key Facts:


Distilled January 1983, Mendocino County, CA



Released November 8, 2010



100% Folle Blanche the classic variety of Cognac



Double-distilled in 1000-gallon Alambic Charentais Pot Still



Distilled by Master Distiller Milorad (Miles) Karakasevic



Classical 7-Fraction distillation method for purity & smoothness



Distilled to and aged at 140˚ Proof; aged in Limousin oak barrels



Lightly filtered



Bottled at 80 proof

Alcohol:

40% ABV



100 cases of 750ml, 95 cases of 375ml

Distilled in:

Ukiah, CA



Wax finish, numbered, medallion series

Distiller:

Miles Karakasevic



Aroma: Classic floral, spicy, toasty, caramel...evolving richness

Still:

Alambic Pot Still



Flavors: Toasty vanilla, caramel, blood orange with medium

Suggested Retail:

$475

viscous body that unfolds layer after layer of richness.

91 Points - Wine Enthusiast

Distiller’s Notes:

“Launching the Brandy program in 1983 with a 1,000 gallon Pruhlo Alambic was a long

term commitment to distilling in California. I wanted our brandy to reflect my heritage of hand distilling. Little did I
know that we would distill so many spirits in between but I was determined that the premiere release would be how I
envisioned it should be: full bodied and elegant. That my son apprenticed by my side and learned to distill whiskey,
rum, pastis, flavored vodkas and more while the brandy aged… well, that’s how my people carry on. For me, distilling
isn’t a business, it’s a way of life.” Miles Karakasevic

Robb Report: Best of the Best, Spirits 2011
"... an unbelievable brandy and well worth the accolades. Extremely limited
in quantity, his artisan brandy is a velvet tapestry of cherry, chocolate, citrus,
and marzipan, with a hint of walnut on the finish.” Richard Carleton Hacker

“The most interesting thing I tried at
WhiskyFest was a brandy of all
things. Tasted like what I imagine a
Christmas rum raisin cake tastes like;
juicy allspice...” -Camper English/SF
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